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Motivation: LOTS of Leaves!



Additional Motivation

• Poor soil

• Making compost

• Keeping plants hydrated

• Keeping down weeds

• Importance of leaving plant debris
• Returning organic matter, providing services to insects, butterflies, etc.



Uses

• Mulch 
• Winter – piled up to protect frost tender plants (after ground freezes)

• Summer – several inches to suppress weeds, keep plants hydrated, and feed 
the soil as they decompose

• Compost material

• Add to pile to balance “greens” (may need to store until needed)

• Leaf mold
• Top dress and/or mix into soil to improve drainage, water retention, and feed 

the soil and living organisms

• Lighten potting mixes



How

• Leave whole and in place where possible (if not matted)
• Provides habitat for butterflies and insects

• Provides food for birds

• Pickup and chop/shred – best done primarily in fall; easiest when leaves 
are dry
• Lawn mower, leaf vacuum (handheld, push, standalone)

• Storing for mulch or compost
• In piles (preferably enclosed in chicken wire); covered with tarp; out of way/near 

usage
• In covered container

• Making leaf mold
• In pile directly on ground (~2 years)
• In perforated plastic bag, wetted, out of way, turned occasionally (~1 year)



Tips

• The smaller, the better (about 1” optimal)
• Thick layer of leave blocks air and water from penetrating the soil

• Work with dry leaves, not wet

• Don’t use leaf blower in beds; very hard on plants and soil

• Recommended resource: LeaveLeavesAlone.org



Results Summer 2022
Perovskia ‘Blue Jean Baby’

Not thriving, but at least 
it survived the drought 
without supplemental 
watering in a place 
where several other 
plants had died. More 
leaves in a thicker layer 
would have helped. 



Results Summer 2022
Stewartia pseudocamellia (Japanese Stewardia)

September 7, 2022May 30, 2022

Thrived through the 
drought, with only 
occasional deep 
watering.



Results Summer 2022
Cornus Alternifolia (Alternate Leaf or Pagoda Dogwood)

May 12, 2022 September 7, 2022

Thrived through the 
drought, with only 
occasional deep 
watering.


